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series-connected H-bridge cells with an isolated dc voltage
sources connected to each cell. The H-bridge cell also uses the
Multilevel NPC or FC multilevel topologies [13]. The CHB
multilevel inverters have been used in several applications
fields such as pump, fans, compressors, etc. In addition, they
have recently been proposed for other applications like
photovoltaic power-conversion system and wind power
conversion [14]. Based on three classical multilevel topology
or topology cell, many hybrid multilevel topologies have been
proposed in high-power application. Combining NPC and
CHB [15], [16], [17], and [18], combing FC and CHB [19],
combining NPC and FC topology [20], [21], [22], and [23] are
introduced in recent years. Thus, the generalized synthesis
methodologies for classical NPC, FC and CHB topologies are
important.
A generalized multilevel inverter topology is present by
[24], which can balance each voltage level by itself regardless
of inverter control and load characteristics. The Multilevel
NPC inverter, FC multilevel inverters, and CHB multilevel
inverter also can be derived from this generalized inverter
topology. Moreover, the new multilevel topologies, such as
Active NPC (ANPC) multilevel inverter [25], Multilevel
Modular Capacitor-Clamped (MMCC) inverter [26] and
zigzag multilevel inverter [27] also can be derived using the
method proposed in [24].
Many multilevel modulation strategies have also been
proposed. The dc-link capacitor voltage balance issue has
been analyzed in detail for NPC, FC [28], [29], [30], [31], and
[32]. Specifically, the self-voltage-balance topologies in [24]
and [33], as well as its special case [34] have demonstrated
that the DC-link capacitor voltage can be balanced
automatically. is the benefit of your proposed method?)
This paper focuses on the NPC topologies, the
moudulation method can also use the conventional method. A
new system method, called NPC Flow Graph (NPC-FG) is
proposed to derive all the topologies of NPC multilevel
converters. The elements and basic rule are defined. The
example of three-level and five-level NPC-FG is derived to
explain the detailed operation. A new family of Space NPC

Abstract— Neutral-Point Clamped (NPC), such as diodeclamped, multilevel inverter technology has emerged recently as
a very important alternative in the area of high-power mediumvoltage energy control. However, the NPC Multilevel topology
also has variable type of structure which cannot be found due to
lack of systematic derivation methodology. A new system
method, called NPC Flow Graph (NPC-FG), is proposed to
derive all the possible topologies in this paper, which sets the
basic criteria and special steps to construct topologies. Thirtytwo NPC five-level topologies have been derived. Among them, a
new family of Space NPC (S-NPC) multilevel topologies is also
proposed by NPC-FG. Additional topologies can be derived
based on different criteria to meet special requirement, such as
Photovoltaic (PV) application. The proposed method can find all
the existing multi-level NPC topologies, as well as new ones, with
better performance.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Multilevel converters (or inverters) have been used for
power conversion in high-power applications such as medium
voltage grid (2.3KV, 3.3KV, or 6.9KV) to reduce the switch
voltage stress, and photovoltaic (PV) application to reduce the
filter size and reactive and harmonic compensation in power
systems[1][2], As compared with two-level voltage source
inverter, the key advantage of multilevel inverter is lower
voltage stress, higher efficiency, and smaller filter size, as
well as lower common-mode voltage [3].
There are three classical well-known multilevel inverters,
neutral-point-clamped (NPC) multilevel inverter [4][5], flying
capacitor (FC) multilevel inverter[6], and cascaded H-bridge
(CHB) multilevel converter/inverter[7]. The diode–clamped
topology prevailed in the 1980s by[4]; the bidirectional
switches-clamped or T-type(or NPP) multilevel inverter is
illustrated [8][9] and researched for industry application
[[10][11][12] .They are also called NPC multilevel inverter in
this paper. The NPC multilevel inverter has been widely
applied in different applications. To regulate the capacitors
voltage, the FC multilevel inverter requires some redundant
switching states. The control strategy becomes complicated
and the number of capacitors increases with the number of
voltage levels increasing. The CHB multilevel inverters use
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(S-NPC) multilevel topologies have been derived using the
proposed NPC-FG method.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the
basic idea of NPC-FG for multilevel converter; Section III
introduces an example of NPC three-level topologies based on
multilevel topology NPC-FG; Section III introduces an
example of NPC five-level topologies based on multilevel
topology NPC-FG; Section IV discusses space NPC
multilevel topology. Section V gives conclusion. Section VI
discusses the future work.

implementation. For example, branches B2.2 and B2.3
are dotted branches.
9) Solid branch: for the outgoing branches of mixed node,
the solid branch represents switch implementation,
which provides bi-directional current flow. For example,
branches B1.1 and B1.2 are solid branches.
10) Branches Crossing˖two branches has a crossing in the
space is called branches crossing. For example, the
branch B3.2 is crossing branch B1.1 or B1.2.and branch
B2.2 or B2.3.

B. Relization elements of NPC topology

A. NPC MULTILEVEL TOPOLOGY FLOW GRAPH
BASIC ELEMENT OF NPC-FG

Once the NPC-FG is finished, the new topology can be
described by the realization elements and rule. The Fig.2
shows the realization element of incoming branch of NPC-FG.

Fig.1 shows the basic structure of NPC Flow Graph. Fig.1
(a) shows the general block of one phase leg of N-level. Fig.1
(b) shows a possible connection between the input nodes (S1,
S2 ...) and the output node (O). Fig.1 (c) shows the possible
implementations of the branches.

{
Fig.2 realization element of incoming branch of NPC-FG

Some elements are defined as follows.
1) Top branch: For the incoming branches of mixed node,
the top one branch is defined as top branch. Top branch
represents one diode or one switch.
2) Low branch: For the incoming branches of mixed node,
the low one branch is defined as top branch. Top branch
represents one diode or one switch.
3) Middle branch: For the incoming branches of mixed
node, the branch is between top branch and low branch
defined as middle branch. The middle branch represents
controlled bi-directional current flow by switches. There
are three structures as show in Fig.3 (c). It is note that the
middle branch is not always present. And the dotted
branch cannot become the middle branch.

(a) One phase leg of N-level
(b) node and branch of flow graph
Fig.1 the multilevel topology flow graph

More detailed definition is listed as following:
1) Node: A node is a point.
2) Branch: A branch is a line segment joining two nodes.
3) Input node or source: An input node or source is a node
that has only outgoing branches. It is marked as S0.j, j=1,
2…N.
4) Output node or sink: An output node or sink is a node
that has only incoming branches. It is marked as O1.
5) Outgoing branch: the branch is starting from one mixed
node, is called the outgoing branch of this mixed node.
For example, the branch B1.1 is the outgoing branch of
M0.2.
6) Incoming branches: the branch is ended from one mixed
node, is called the incoming branch of this mixed node.
For example, the branch B1.1 is the incoming branch of
M1.1.
7) Mixed node: A mixed node is a node that has both
incoming and outgoing branches. It is marked as Mi, j.
The input node can be considered as a special mixed
node as M0, j. The output node is the final mixed node.
8) Dotted Branch: for the outgoing branches of mixed node,
there are two dotted branches to provide bi-directional
current flow. The dotted branch represents diode

C. Rule
There are several basic rules as follows
1) The source notes are the left-side, and the output node is
right side.
2) All branches are added from left to right.
3) Usually, every note only has two dotted branches or one
solid branch to provide bi-directional current for
outgoing branch in this paper. This rule can be changed
according to special requirement, For example, activeNPC(ANPC) topology, two bi-directional current flows
are provided to get the redundant state Thus, several
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mixed notes has two solid branches for outgoing branch
to provide two solid branches.
4) The middle branch doesn’t always exist for all mixed
notes, and the middle branch only chooses solid branch
because of bi-directional controlling current flow.
5) Once several branches are crossing each other, two
originally mixed notes are connected by several branches;
it is prevent to short-circuit of two mixed notes. Two
situations are correct as follows, (a) there are two dotted
branches of these branches, because there is no current
flow between two mixed notes; (b) At least one middle
branch is included in these branches, because the middle
branch can control the bi-directional current flow.

3)

4)

D. Steps of NPC-FG
Five-level NPC topologies are made as an example to
show how to get NPC-FG and topology. The number of
multilevel is N=5. Fig.3 shows one example of five-level NPC
topology to explain the steps of multilevel topology flow
graph. All steps must satisfy the rule.
1) Setting the N source node. Marked M0.j. j=1, 2…5. The
figure is shown in Fig.3 (a).
2) 1st mixed operation. Choosing some source nodes, add
outgoing branch using the dotted or solid branch and
mark the mixed note M1.j. The minimum note number is
2, and Maximum notes number is N. For example, two

5)

6)

mixed points M0.2 and M0.4 are choose in fig.3 (b) and
they are connected into mixed note M1.1 by the sold
branch B1.1 and B1.2.
2nd mixed operation, choose some mixed nodes or source
nodes and add outgoing branch using the dotted or solid
branch ,and then mark the mixed note M2.j. For example,
there are maximum four mixed notes M0.1, M0.3, M0.5,
M1.1 can be chosen for mixed operation from fig.3 (b).
Three mixed notes M0.1, M0.5 and M1.1 are choose in
fig.3(c). They are connected into the mixed notes M2.1
and M2.2 by the solid branches B2.1, B2.4 and dotted
branches B2.2, B2.3.
Repeat the step 3. Stop operation until only one mixed
node exists; this mixed node is the output node or sink.
Finally, the NPC-FG is finished as shown in fig.3 (d).
Branch crossing rule checking: without branches
crossing, skip the step. If NPC-FG has the branches
crossing, do next. For example, the branch B3.2 is
crossing several branches, such as B1.1or B1.2, B2.2 or
B2.3. The branch B3.2 is the middle branch of M3.1.
Thus, it is correct to meet the rule requirement.
According to the NPC-FG shown in Fig.3 (d). The
topology can be shown in fig.3 (e) based on the
realization element, which is shown in fig.2.

Fig.3 one example of five-level topology based on multilevel flow graph

II. EXAMPLE OF 7HREE-LEVEL NPC TOPOLOGIES
BASE ON FLOW GRAPH
This section is an example of three-level NPC topologies.
There are three source notes. The red line is the 1st mixed
operation; the green line is the 2nd mixed operation. Fig .4(a),
(b) are chosen three source notes in the 1st mixed operation.
The difference between them is dotted branches are used in
fig.4(a) and solid branch is used in fig.4(b).Two source notes
are chosen in the 1st mixed operation in fig.4(c), (d). Four
NPC-FGs are shown in fig.4. Fig.5 shows the four topologies
of three-level NPC-FG.

(a) M1

(a) M1[4]
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(b) M2
(c) M3
Fig.4 four three-level NPC-FGs

(b) M2[8]

(c) M3

(d) M4

(d) M4

A. Only using the dotted branch for 2nd,3rd, 4th source
notes

Fig.5 four three-level NPC topology

III. EXAMPLE OF FIVE-LEVEL NPC TOPOLOGIES
BASE ON FLOW GRAPH

In this part, only the dotted branch is used, and the middle
branch doesn’t exist. Fig.4 shows four NPC five-level
topologies.Fig.4 (a), (b), (c) and (d) are the four multilevel
topology flow graph. Fig.4 (a), (b), (c) show that these NFCFGs which exist the branch crossing and satisfy the branch
crossing rule as two dotted branches crossing.
Fig.4 (a1), (b1), (c1) and (d1) are the four multilevel
topologies according to the flow graph, which are all the
diode-clamping five-level topologies.

This section is an example of NPC five-level topologies.
The source notes number is five. As 1st, 5th source notes are
the top or bottom, thus, only solid branch can be chosen as the
outgoing branch of 1st, 5th source notes. Based on this situation,
three families of NPC-FG are introduced in next.
Part A shows the NPC-FG which only dotted branch is
nd
rd
th
used for 2 , 3 , 4 source notes. Part B shows NPC-FG
nd
rd
th
which only solid branch is used for 2 , 3 , 4 source notes.
Part C shows NPC-FG which hybrid dotted branch and solid
nd
rd
th
branch are used for 2 , 3 , 4 source notes.

(a) M1

(a1)M1[35]

(b) M2

(c) M3

(b1) M2
(c1) M3
(d1) M4[36]
Fig.6 a family of five-level NPC-FG and NPC topologies

topologies according to NPC-FG. Fig.7 (h) show the NPC-FG
which has branches crossing and satisfies the branch crossing
rule as one branch including the crossing branches is the
middle branch.

B. Only using the solid branch for 2nd,3rd, 4th source
notes
In this part, only the solid branch is used. Fig.7 shows four
NPC five-level topologies.Fig.7 (e), (f), (g), and (h) are four
NPC-FGs. Fig.4 (e1), (f1), (g1), (h1) shows the four multilevel

(e)M5

(d) M4

(f) M6

(g) M7

(h) M8

(e1) M5 [8]
(f1) M6[37]
(g1) M7 [38]
(h1) M8
Fig.7 a family of five-level NPC-FG and topology only using the solid branch
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C. Using dotted branch and solid branch for 2nd,3rd, 4th
source notes
In this part, the dotted branch and the solid branch are used
for 2nd, 3rd, 4th source notes.Fig.6 shows twenty-four NPC
five-level topologies using the solid branch and dotted branch.
Fig.6 (k), (l), (m), (s), (w), (x), (y), (af) show that these
NFC-FG which exist the branch crossing. Fig.6 (l), (m), (s)
satisfy the branch crossing rule as there are two dotted
branches between two mixed notes.Fig.6 (k), (w), (x), (y), (af)
satisfy the branch crossing rule as there is a middle branch.
Like these NPC-FGs, a corresponding topologies, are called
Space NPC (S-NPC) multilevel topologies, which are shown
in next section.

(i)M9 [39]

(l) M12

(j) M10

(m) M13

(r) M18

(s) M19

(t) M20

(u)M21

(v) M22

(w) M23

(x) M24

(y) M25

(z) M26

(aa) M27

(ab) M28

(ac) M29

(k) M11

(n) M14

(ad) M30
(ae) M31 [40]
(af) M32
Fig.8 a family of five-level NPC topologies using the dotted
branch and solid branch
(o)M15

(p) M16

IV. SPACE MULTILEVEL NPC TOPOLOGIES (SNPC)

(q) M17

Fig.9 (a) shows the general multilevel topology [9]. Its
NPC-FG can be get as shown in fig.9 (b). Several mixed
nodes have two solid branches, which mean two bi-directional
current flows. Thus, the ANPC multilevel topology can derive
from it. But, it has not the branch crossing of NPC-FG. The
space multilevel topology doesn’t be derived from the general
multilevel topology.
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the new topologies, which extend the general NPC topology
methodology. The NPC-FG can be extended to use hybrid
multilevel topologies which include the NPC cell.
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